Accu-Shield® Aluminum Wheels

A unique way to protect your investment

Your only single source for industry-leading wheel end solutions.
STEEL & ALUMINUM WHEELS | DRUMS | HUBS | ROTORS | SLACK ADJUSTERS

Accu-Shield® Aluminum Wheels
Accu-Shield® Aluminum Wheels
Accu-Shield® aluminum wheels were designed and engineered to have - and keep - their bright, shiny appearance even under the
rigorous conditions of the trucking industry. Accu-Shield® aluminum wheels clean quickly and easily with only mild soap and water or
standard non-abrasive household cleaners, saving time and money on polishing and maintenance.
The Accu-Shield® treatment can be specified to enhance the XP and SP polishes.
To protect the finish of Accu-Shield® wheels, Accuride highly recommends the use of Wheel-Guard separator plates.
Accu-Shield wheels have a decal on both sides of the wheel identifying them.
Refer to Accuride Technical Bulletin W2.025 for further details on cleaning and maintenance.

F INISH OPTI O NS

BEST SHINE
BETTER
GOOD

CODE

Extra Polish with Accu-Shield®
Easy to maintain, protected finish

XPC

Extra Polish
Premium polish on both sides

XP

Standard Polish
Best value with a great look

SP

Accu-Shield® Wheel Limited Warranty
Accu-Shield® wheels are warranted for 60 months from the date of manufacture. This Limited Warranty applies to Accu-Shield®
wheels and does not cover corrosion, misuse or other damage associated with the conditions addressed in Accuride’s Limited Warranty
or associated with (i) any damage in the areas of the mounting surfaces (such as the area under the mounting nuts, hubs, drums and
against other wheels in dual position), (ii) any damage due to cleaning including use of abrasives, abrasive brushes, steel wool, scouring
pads or strong chemicals, and (iii) any damage of the Accu-Shield® wheel finish, due to removal, misuse, or chipping, whether by
contact with road obstacles such as stones, gravel, curbs, barriers, signs, or otherwise. Accuride recommends cleaning the wheels with
mild soap and water. Refer to Accuride Technical Bulletin W2.025 for recommended cleaning practices.
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